Abstract: Multidimensional projection techniques can be employed to project datasets from a higher to a lower dimensional space (e.g., 2D space). These techniques can be used to present the relationships of dataset instances based on distance by grouping or separating clusters of instances in the projected space. Several works have used multidimensional projections to aid in the exploration of document collections. Even though the projection techniques can organize a dataset, the user needs to read each document to understand the cluster generation. Alternatively, techniques such as topic extraction or tag clouds can be employed to present a summary of the document contents. To minimize the exploratory work and to aid in cluster analysis, this work proposes a new hybrid visualization to show both document relationship and content in a single view, employing multidimensional projections to relate documents and tag clouds. We show the effectiveness of the proposed approach in the exploration of two document collections composed by world news.
Introduction
Nowadays, a large amount of textual data is produced from distinct sources, and organizing and exploring this amount of data is very difficult. In order to improve the data analysis, computational tools have been proposed, such as data mining and visualization techniques. Some visualization techniques can be employed to present the dataset instances' similarities in 2D space; thus, the groups are naturally created according to the feature space that describes the dataset. Usually, multidimensional projection techniques [1] [2] [3] are employed in this visualization process by reducing the dataset dimensionality to two dimensions.
To improve the exploration and analysis based on multidimensional projection techniques, Silva and Eler [4] proposed a hybrid visualization approach to map the instances' similarities in 2D space, showing clusters of similar instances and presenting an image for each instance to highlight the attributes' behavior. Further, to aid in understanding the similarity relationship between instances, the previous approach enables the user to differentiate instances from distinct classes that share a common boundary. This paper presents an extension for the previous approach, in which we propose a hybrid visualization approach to map the document similarities in 2D space and to show tag clouds for each document, presenting the key terms of the textual data. The visualization of similarities and key terms in a single view can improve the textual data exploration and aid in understanding the groups' formation.
The main contribution of this paper is to aid the exploration of textual datasets based on the proposed hybrid visualization approach, which maps the similarities and text content in a unique visualization. This approach uses all dataset attributes to generate the visual representation and show some key terms from textual data; thus, the user can understand key topics of distinct clusters. In addition, the individual tag cloud visualization can aid users in understanding the formation of groups of similar instances and improve the detection of the boundary between distinct groups. We also introduce some interaction mechanisms to improve the user experience during the exploratory process. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the theoretical foundation of visualization techniques employed in this work: multidimensional projection and tag clouds. Section 3 presents the hybrid approach proposed in this work. Section 4 presents the exploration and analysis of two textual datasets composed of world news. Section 5 concludes the paper, by summarizing the main achievements and commenting on future works.
Background
Visualization is a research area, the main goal of which is to enable exploration, understanding and analysis of datasets through interactive visual explorations [5] . Visualization techniques generate graphical representations to facilitate the user's comprehension and perception during a dataset exploration [6, 7] . This work is based on two visualization techniques: multidimensional projection and tag clouds.
The multidimensional projection technique aims to map the instances' similarities from the original space to a lower dimensional space. The dataset instances are mapped according to the similarity relationships from the original multidimensional space [1, 8, 9] . Thus, the groups and neighborhood from the original space are kept in the lower dimensional space; in this work, they are projected in 2D space. Scatter plots are used as graphical representations, but, instead of using two attributes from the dataset, the X and Y positions are computed based on all attributes that are projected to two dimensions [4] .
An example of multidimensional projection result is presented in Figure 1a . This is a projection of 574 scientific papers from three areas of artificial intelligence: case-based reasoning, inductive logic programming and information retrieval. Each area was mapped as a distinct color in the scatter plot. Note that similar documents are placed near in 2D space, enabling the dataset exploration based on similarity by analyzing the groups of documents. Visualization techniques can be used to explore a single document or a collection of documents. In this scenario, tag clouds can be employed to create a graphical representation that contains several words acquired from textual data. These words are shown in distinct sizes according to the frequency with which they appear in textual data. An example of a tag cloud is shown in Figure 1b , in which the main subject areas of the MDPI Information Journal were used. Even though the tag cloud is a very simple technique, one can note the main concepts from a document or a collection, without reading all documents.
Several works have used tag clouds to aid document collection exploration. Burch et al. [10] presented RadCloudto show several documents in a unique tag cloud; Lohman et al. [11] presented ConcentriCloud to organize distinct combinations of several documents under analysis; Chen et al. [12] presented the TagClusters technique to show cluster of works in 2D space.
Similarly to this work, Paulovich et al. [13] presented ProjCloud, which is a technique based on tag clouds computed from clusters of documents generated by a multidimensional projection. ProjCloud is dependent on large polygons so that tag clouds are readable. Thus, the selection of individual instances and clusters only composed of overlapped instances has limitations that may impair the user experience. In this work, we address those limitations by dealing with the individual inspection of documents, as well as the selection of any cluster of documents. In addition, we overcome the overlap problem of the dimensionality reduction and present some interaction mechanisms to aid the exploratory process.
Proposed Approach
The proposed approach was conceived of to aid the analysis of document collections by creating a graphical representation that mixes multidimensional projection and the tag cloud technique in the same pipeline, as shown in Figure 2a . The multidimensional projection technique is employed to group similar documents in 2D space, revealing the documents that present similar content. The tag cloud technique is employed to show a summary of each document and is used as the visual mark in the graphical representation, as shown in Figure 2b . The tag cloud computed for each document may reveal the main terms from textual data. The proposed approach is described here without specifying either the projection or tag cloud technique, because any technique can be used to place the documents in 2D space, and any technique can be used to generate a tag cloud for each document. Figure 3 presents an illustrative example in which a document collection is projected in 2D space and the tag cloud images are used as visual marks to show the content of textual data. The analyst can use this visualization to see the document similarities in 2D space, as well as analyze the documents content. This approach can be used to understand why some clusters of documents are generated since the tag cloud shows the most frequent terms. Usually, clusters are generated based on word occurrence in each document. In this example, the group of documents is composed of news related to a bomb attack in Iraq.
The proposed approach is supported by interaction tools to aid the exploratory process and user experience. For example, as shown in Figure 4 , the user can view a tag cloud of a document by passing the mouse over a specific point.
Furthermore, showing the tag clouds as visual marks, the user can select a group of documents (see Figure 5a ) to show the textual data (see Figure 5b) ; the tag cloud of each selected document (see Figure 5c) ; or a tag cloud computed from textual data of all selected documents (see Figure 5d ).
The next section shows examples of this approach in the boundary detection of a dataset. 
Applications
This section presents applications to show how the proposed approach can be employed to analyze document collections. For that, we used the following document collections of world news: The proposed approach allows any multidimensional projection technique to be employed to place the documents in 2D space. However, to achieve better results, a projection technique capable of preserving the relationships between documents in 2D space is always preferred. In the literature, several works presented detailed analysis and comparisons of multidimensional projection techniques [8, 14] . Based on those works, we employed the least squares projection (LSP) [8] technique, which is a fast technique proposed for projecting document collections in 2D space. In addition, we used the Eler and Garcia [15] method to find a good threshold to compute the vector space models (i.e., feature spaces or document by term matrix).
The projection result of the NEWS-13 dataset is presented in Figure 6a . Color information was used to map the class of each news, and two clusters of documents were selected for further inspection. The second step of the proposed approach is to map the tag clouds as the visual mark of each document: the visual mark is an image or icon to represent each dataset instance. In Figure 6b , the result of the proposed approach is presented, showing a tag cloud for each document. As one can note, the user needs to explore the graphical representation with interaction tools, such as zoom, filter or selection. Figure 7 shows the zoom operation performed in "Selection B" from Figure 6a . Note that this selection could also be performed on the graphical representation presented in Figure 6b . In this example, our approach is used to enable the analysis of document similarity and content, where mixing in a unique visualization is the main contribution of this paper. Figure 7a shows the zoom of the projection, and Figure 7b shows the tag clouds for each document, showing the cluster content. Besides using the zoom operation, the user can also view the tag clouds of a selected cluster. Figure 8 shows the view content (tag clouds) for two selections performed in the projection presented in Figure 6a . The "Selection A" content is presented in Figure 8a , which shows content related to "Israeli aircraft fired by missiles on a car carrying Palestinian militants in southern Gaza". The "Selection B" content is presented in Figure 8b , which shows content related to "Bird flu and h5n1 tests confirmed on a dead swan".
(a) (b) Figure 8 . Analysis of the NEWS-13 dataset: (a) some tag clouds from Selection A from Figure 6 and (b) some tag clouds from Selection B from Figure 6 .
We also applied the proposed approach to explore the NEWS-8 dataset, showing a similar exploration process to that applied to NEWS-13. First, the projection of the dataset places each document in 2D space to map the document similarities, as shown in Figure 9a . After that, the tag clouds are mapped as the visual mark of each instance, as shown in Figure 9b . We performed detailed analysis in two clusters from the graphical representation presented in Figure 9a . The proposed approach is employed to show the document similarities and content, as presented in Figure 10 . The "Selection A" mapping is presented in Figure 10a and the "Selection B" in Figure 10b . In addition, the content of "Selection A" is presented in Figure 11a , which is related to "European regions infected with e.coli"; and the content of "Selection B" is presented in Figure 11a , showing the main topic related to "the nuclear accident in Fukushima, Japan". As presented in these applications, the user can use the proposed approach to note the document similarities and contents. Furthermore, our approach can be used to aid in the comprehension of cluster formation. For instance, as presented in Figure 10 , both clusters are generated because the documents have a similar occurrence of the same words. In addition, instances' relationship can also be analyzed by looking at the word frequency of similar instances.
(a) (b) Figure 11 . Analysis of the NEWS-8 dataset: (a) some tag clouds from Selection A from Figure 6 and (b) some tag clouds from Selection B from Figure 6 .
The proposed approach can also be valuable in explaining the similarities' computation among documents presented in the analyzed dataset, that is intra-cluster comprehension can be performed by looking at the tag clouds generated for each instance. Usually, when a projection is generated, some clusters of documents can be projected close to each other. When exploring a labeled dataset, the frontier between each cluster is easily noted; however, most datasets are unlabeled. Part of the NEWS-8 dataset is presented in Figure 12 , in which we omitted the class information to show how it is difficult to note the frontier between clusters. Based on the individual inspection, the user can perceive the frontier between clusters. In this example, we draw lines to show the frontier between each cluster. This example shows that an individual analysis can provide advantages in cluster analysis when compared with a global approach, which only shows the tag cloud computed for the entire cluster. A problem of multidimensional projection techniques is the overlap among markers when the graphical representation is generated. Even though the user can zoom in to the projected space, overlapping still remains. To overcome this problem, our tool provides some overlap removal techniques presented in the literature; they are ProjSnippet [16] , Prism [17] , VPSC [18] , and RWordle [19] . These techniques can remove the image overlap and preserve the similarity between documents. For example, as shown in Figure 13 , we employed the RWordle technique to remove the markers overlapping for those projections presented in Figure 9 . Thus, without markers overlapping, the user can easily navigate through the projection.
(a) (b) Figure 13 . Overlap removal technique applied in the projection of the NEWS-8 dataset presented in Figure 9 . The RWordletechnique removed the overlapping of points (a) and images (b).
Conclusions and Future Works
We presented a hybrid visualization technique to aid in organization, exploration and analysis of document collections. The proposed technique organizes a document collection by placing together similar documents in 2D space. The exploration and analysis process is also improved with tools and graphical representations for displaying documents' content. For that, the proposed approach used a multidimensional projection technique to show document similarities in 2D space. Additionally, a tag cloud technique was employed to show the document content in the same graphical representation: the tag cloud of each document was presented as the visual mark in the graphical representation; thus, in a single view, the user could perceive the relationships and content of the whole collection.
In the applications, we used two datasets of world news to show the effectiveness of the proposed approach. In addition, to aid in the exploratory process, the proposed approach was valuable in aiding in the comprehension of clusters' formation, that is the approach could be used to show why some cluster of documents were generated and why some documents were similar. This similarity explanation can be performed by looking at the words' occurrence presented in the tag cloud of each document.
Overlapping is the main limitation of multidimensional projection techniques, and it is unavoidable when large datasets are visualized. To overcome this issue, we used overlap removal techniques and interaction mechanisms such as zoom and selection. However, in future works, we will consider using hierarchical visualization approaches, which can minimize the number of images presented in the graphical representation. 
